Abstract. We propose a modified Nilsson model for spheroidal sodium clusters and investigate the modification of shell structure by deformation for sizes up to N = 850. For spherical clusters, our potential is fitted to the single-particle spectra obtained from microscopically selfconsistent Kohn-Sham calculations using the jellium model and the local density approximation. Employing Strutinsky's shell-correction method, the surface energy of the jetlium model is renormalized to its experimental value. We find good agreement between our theoretically predicted deformed magic numbers and the experimentally observed ones extracted from recent sodium mass abundance spectra.
Introduction
The first evidence of shell structure in alkali metal clusters came from experiments of Knight et al. [ 1, 2] . Enhanced abundances at the "magic numbers " N= 8, 20, 40, 58, 92. .. have been shown to correspond to shell closings predicted by spherical jellium model calculations in the framework of density functional theory [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The dominant peaks in the experimental abundances coincide with the major spherical shell closings expected theoretically. The minor features between the major shell closings, however, cannot be understood in a simple spherically symmetric model.
Ctemenger [9, 10] was the first to interpret the fine structure of the mass spectra in a particle range N~< 100 by spheroidal distortions in a manner analogous to the shape variations of nuclei, using a modified Nilsson Hamiltonian [11 ] which yields the right splitting of the energy levels due to the loss of spherical symmetry.
In the Nilsson model the potential depends on deformation, and the equilibrium state of each cluster is determined simply by minimizing the sum of the lowest occupied single-particle energies c i. Obviously, such a model is far from being self-consistent, as the density distribution of the electrons does not necessarily have the same shape as the potential. Furthermore, the sum of single-particle energies fails to correctly reproduce the total binding energy and to describe the deformation energy surface of an interacting system. These shortcomings tend to become more important as the cluster size increases, and hence a new theoretical approach seems appropriate. Recent measurements of sodium mass distributions of the Copenhagen group [12, 13] make it possible to compare calculated and experimental deformation effects in a large size range.
In the present work, we propose a modified Nilsson potential which in the spherical limit is fitted to the singleparticle energy spectrum of Kohn-Sham (KS) calculations within the jellium model. For axially deformed clusters, the potential has the deformation dependence of a spheroidal harmonic oscillator. The total binding energy of a cluster is obtained by use of the Strutinsky shellcorrection method [14] . This ensures that the potential energy is not double counted. It furthermore has the advantage that we can renormalize the surface tension to the experimental value.
Our modified Nilsson model represents an approximation to the more involved and time consuming selfconsistent calculations for spheroidal shapes [15] [16] [17] , which up to now were restricted to a particle range N < 40. Because of its simplicity, the present model allows an analysis of deformation effects also in very large metal clusters. We find that, indeed, a number of the observed structures in the sodium mass spectra [12, 13] in regions between spherically-magic clusters can be understood in terms of static axial deformations, and that there is a good agreement with our predicted deformedmagic numbers.
Construction of the model potential
The main idea of our model is to construct a mean-field potential which in the spherical limit closely approxi-mates that of microscopically selfconsistent KS calculations using the jellium model, but for axially symmetric deformations retains the simplicity of the Nilsson model [11] .
We start from the Nilsson Hamiltonian (neglecting thc spin-orbit term) ~=/1no-hco0. UI 2 (I)
2MA+-~-(CO~x2+ 2 2 2 2 consisting of an anisotropic harmonic oscillator/~Ho and an 12-term which splits the degeneracies within the main oscillator shells: for U > 0, spherical levels with higher lvalues are shifted downwards more than those with smaller l. Thus the lZ-term, depending on the choice of the parameter U, leads to an intermediate situation between a pure oscillator potential and a square well, similar to that of a Woods-Saxon potential. For spheroids we define the deformation parameter through the oscillator frequencies by allowed him to use a .fixed value of U for the whole spectrum and a certain range of duster sizes [9, 10] . However, the equilibrium deformations depend rather sensitively on the choice of U, and a priori it is not sure that Clemenger's fit also works well for systems with more than, say, 100 atoms. Therefore, we suggest a procedure which yields a close conformity with spherical KS spectra for all cluster sizes. This correspondence is especially valuable, since recent jellium model KS calculations for very large spherical sodium dusters [6, 7] have yielded excellent agreement with the major shell closings observed experimentally [12, 13] .
The starting point for our calculations are the numerically obtained spherical KS levels eKs-Our procedure now consists in choosing the value of U such that in the spherical case (~ = 0), the spectrum of the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) 
